Abstract. We consider a nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) with dissipation and forcing in critical dimension. Without both linear and nonlinear dissipation NLS results in a flnite-time singularity (collapse) for any initial conditions. Dissipation ensures collapse regularization. If dissipation is small then multiple near-singular collapses are randomly distributed in space and time forming collapse turbulence. Collapses are responsible for non-Gaussian tails in the probability distribution function of amplitude fluctuations which makes turbulence strong. Power law of non-Gaussian tails is obtained for strong NLS turbulence. 
/l//,+VV+|l//|2<^l// = 0, CT>0,
where a determines the order of nonlinear interaction. Most common in apphcations is a = 1. Solutions of Eq. (1) exist globally for oD < 2 and NLS is called subcritical. In particular, one-dimensional cubic NLS (D = I and a = 1) is integrable by the inverse scattering transform [6] . For aD > 2 the amphtude of solution can reach infinity in a finite time, i.e. a blow up occurs. The blow up is accompanied by a dramatic contraction of the spatial extent, L{t), of function \j/, that is called collapse [7] . A sufficient condition for the collapse in that case is H <0, where ^ = /(|VrP-^lrr+')rfr (2) is the Hamiltonian (the energy functional) and Eq. (1) can be rewritten in the Hamiltonian form as
Besides the Hamiltonian, another conserved integral of Eq. (1) is
which is usually refer to as either number of particles in quantum mechanical applications, or optical power in nonlinear optics applications. We consider critical dimension aD = 2, which is the border of collapse existence and corresponds to the critical nonlinear Schrodinger equation, /i//, + vV+lrl^''^r = 0,
where a finite amount of the number of particles, IwaNcoiiapse '^ 1, is captured into the collapsing region. Here to is the time of singularity formation.
Near t = to collapse should be regularized because the critical NLS (5) looses its applicability near singularity point. We consider the following regularized NLS (RNLS): which can be also called a complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. Here 0 < e <C 1 is the small parameter so that to leading approximation, the critical NLS (5) is still valid. The coefficient a^ 1 determines a linear dissipation and term ie 11/^1"^/^ 1/ A is responsible for nonhnear dissipation.RNLS (6) describes e.g. a propagation of fight in a ring cavity with Kerr nonlinearity (see e.g. [8] ) or any quite general propagation of waves in nonlinear media with complex dispersion and nonlinear dissipation [5] . The right hand side (rhs) of Eq. (6) provides forcing and depends on the specific physical model. We consider two types of forcing. First is a deterministic forcing (j)=b\j/, b^l, which corresponds to a linear instability in a system. Second type is a random additive forcing
where zero in average stochastic term (^ is a random Gaussian variable with
;^(|ri -r2|) = bgcxp [|ri -r2p/(2/^)], /^ is the correlation length of pump, and bg is the normafization constant. The both types of forcing (7) and (8) pump the number of particles into the system at large spatial scales, which leads to modulation instability. Development of modulation instability results in generation of spatial harmonics with a typical wavenumber kmax -(2/Z))^/^|i/Aop/^, where |I/AO| is the typical amplitude of I/A. Nonlinear stage of modulation instability development results in multiple collapses which are randomly distributed in space and time as shown in Figure 1 for Z) = 2.
Dissipation becomes important in RNLS (6) only near maximum amplitude of each collapse, when dissipation stops temporal growth of coUapse ampfitude and causes subsequent decay of coUapse event into outgoing cylindrical waves as in Figure lb . Most dissipation occurs shortly after collapse event when these short wavelength almost linear waves dissipate due to linear dissipative term in (6) . Fast decay of the number of particles N after each coUapse coUapse event can be seen in simulations of one dimensional (ID) coUapse turbulence in Figure 2 . We also observe that for e <C 1 system behavior depends only weakly on type of forcing (7) and (8) . Level of forcing determines average amplitude | \f/o \ but otherwise both (7) and (8) give similar results for probabUity distribution function (PDF) of amplitude fluctuations. Thus RNLS (6) shows a universal collapse turbulence picture with pumping of the number of particles at large scales and dissipation at smaU scales. First studies of collapse turbulence of simUar types were performed in Refs. [9] (for D = 1) and [10] (for D = 2). RNLS also shows dissipative anomaly because the number of particles dissipated in each collapse event AN ~ 1 (see e.g. Figure 2 ) and does not depend on e while if we set e = 0 then RNLS (6) turns in NLS (5) with singular collapses.
We study here tails of PDF ^ of amplitude \\f/\. Figures 3a and 3b show PDF ^{h) for absolute values \\f/\ = h obtained from a direct numerical simulation of Eq. (6) for Z) = 1 with the deterministic forcing from Eq. (6) with e = 10^^ and the deterministic forcing (7) with b = 210^. (a) Initially N grows until statistical steady-state is achieved so that the average value of iV remain constant, (b) Zoom-in at the smaller scale in /. Thick red curve (solid thick curve in black-and-white) corresponds to N{t). Solid black thin curve gives time dependence of maximal spatial value of |i//|. Scale foriVis on the left vertical axis and scale for max |i//| is on the right vertical axis, respectively. It is seen that sharp decreases of iV is due to dissipation from large collapses. These decreases are compensated in average by a growth of iV from the linear forcing. 
Similar scaling for deterministic force was obtained for a first time in Ref. [9] . Figure 4 shows results of 2D simulations which gives the following tails of PDF in 2D:
.^{h)och
for /z>l.
FIGURE 4. Log-log plot for PDF £^{h) in 2D. Parameters are the same as in Figure 1 .
There are two major contribution to PDF ^. First contribution comes from individual collapse events. Self-similar solution of NLS (5) near collapse is well approximated by the following radially-symmetric solution [1] :
where L{t) determines a time-dependent spatial scale of collapse and R is the ground state soliton solution of NLS (5) given by
This first contribution gives .^{h\h" -h3+4/D ®{hmax -h), where hmax is the maximum amplitude of a given collapse event, where 0(x) is the Heaviside step function. Second contribution is determined by the PDF 3^max{hmax) °= ^/^Itax for hmax-Combining both contributions together we obtain: 
which is our main result. This power tail of PDF ^ corresponds to strongly non-Gaussian fluctuations, i.e. intermittency of turbulence. Compare (15) with both (10) and (11) we conclude that they both match to (15). Another example of strong turbulence dominated by near singular event is turbulence in forced Burgers equation where a tail of PDF for negative gradients has well-known (-7/2) power law [11] .
